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Abstract. Advanced laser printing technology is now widely used in daily life and at work. Because laser 
printers are so easy to obtain and use, they have also become a popular method for criminals to forge import-
ant documents like currency, securities, and certificates. To obtain evidence for document forgery, traditional 
forensics use chemical analysis of ink, but the cost is high. Laser color printing uses halftone technology. This 
technology combines the CMYK printing colors’ halftone screens at their respective angles. When correctly 
superimposed, they will form a moiré pattern. And the moiré pattern of a color block differs depending on the 
printer brand or model. This paper will use deep learning to create an image recognition model that can quick-
ly classify forged documents by combining image processing, data augmentation, and transfer learning. The 
experimental results are examined using indicators of accuracy, precision, recall, F1-score, and PR curve. The 
results show that ResNet-50 has the best performance and can be used to detect document forgery. The study’s 
findings will be useful for future criminal investigators and forensic personnel in their work.
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1   Introduction

The general method of identifying counterfeit documents, securities, and currency depends on the preset features 
of the document itself, and it is judged manually. For example, the NT dollar has the following preset features, 
including raised touch, watermark, color-changing ink, color-changing Security line, hidden characters, light and 
shadow change foil, metallic ink, light and shadow change of strip foil [1]. Today’s advanced laser printing tech-
nology and low-cost printers make it easier to forge documents [2]. Recently, there have been many crimes of 
using counterfeit currency in many places in Taiwan [3]. Analytical techniques of toner powder, such as infrared 
spectroscopy (IR) [4], scanning electron microscope/energy dispersive X-ray analyzer (SEM/EDX) [5], pyrolysis 
gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (Py-GC-MS) [6], and Raman spectrometer [7], are commonly used for 
printing forensics [8]. However, the above methods are extremely expensive. In addition, the identification of 
counterfeit documents, securities, and currency is not the basic ability of criminal investigators. In order to make 
the investigation work smoothly, a simple identification method is studied, and then cloud technology is used to 
provide services, so that criminal investigators can quickly clarify the people, events, and objects in the case by 
using their smart phones. 

Identification of counterfeit documents is often used to solve the problem of counterfeit banknotes. The 
methods of checking banknotes can be divided into three categories. Category 1 is manual visual inspection of 
banknote security features with microscope or ultraviolet (UV) radiation [9], which is intuitive and simple, but 
requires training and is also easily fooled by advanced counterfeiting techniques. The second category is to use 
chemical analysis to check the ink or toner. This method is reliable, but it requires complex analysis and interpre-
tation, and the process is time-consuming and labor-intensive. The third category is to use image processing and 
pattern recognition. This method is also reliable, and has low cost and high efficiency. However, some research 
requires additional use of some imaging and scanning equipment. In addition, the recognition performance al-
gorithm depends on the algorithm itself and number of training samples [10]. A number of methods have been 
proposed for the research of category 3 above. Gupta et al. [11] proposed to identify through the default printing 
characteristics of different printers. Sarkar et al. [12] took blue, green, red channels, and UV images, and then 
selects 7 features from them to classify with cascade of classifiers. Baek et al. [13] consider counterfeit banknote 
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detection algorithms using IR images. Pachón et al. [14] used ultraviolet light (UV) to obtain the default security 
features of banknotes, and then confirmed that using ResNet18 for identification can obtain the best performance. 
Yeh et al. [15] used webcam to take banknote images, which were divided into multiple partitions and converted 
into brightness histograms, and then recognized based on multi-core support vector machines. Mohamad et al. 
[16] applied the method of artificial neural network and trained with backpropagation, but unfortunately there are 
no experimental results. Ali et al. [17] employed generative adversarial networks (GANs) for unsupervised learn-
ing to train a model, which is then used to perform supervised predictions. Jadhav et al. [18] manually extract-
ed feature regions of banknotes, and then uses deep learning for identification. Laavanya et al. [19] combined 
AlexNet and transfer learning technology for counterfeit banknote identification. Krishna et al. [20] proposed 
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to build an automatic fake currency recognition system (AFCRS), which 
can be deployed on smartphones, but this study lacks experimental results. Veeramsetty et al. [21] developed a 
novel lightweight convolutional neural network model for mobile device applications to recognize banknotes. 
Pham et al. [22] used smartphones to directly obtain banknote images, and extracted artificially designated ROI 
areas for identification. The experimental results proved that ResNet-18 had better average accuracy. Apoloni et 
al. [23] adopted a pure image processing method, including algorithms such as Canny edge detection, Hough line 
transform, optical character recognition and K-Means clustering.

Laser color printing uses halftone technology, which combines halftone screens of printed cyan, magenta, 
yellow, and black colors at their respective angles. When the angles are superimposed correctly, a moiré pattern 
known as a printing rosette is formed [24]. As shown in Fig. 1, the moiré pattern can become sufficiently notice-
able to be visible in color.

  

Fig. 1. Combined halftone pattern observed from sufficient distance [25]

For a moiré pattern of a color block, each brand or model of printer is different, as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, 
based on deep learning technology, this research will construct a simple image recognition model for classifying 
moiré patterns of forged documents. For NT$1000, Fig. 3(a) is the moiré pattern of the genuine banknote, while 
Fig. 3(b) is the moiré pattern of the counterfeit banknote.

(a) HP Color Laserjet 2840 (b) HP Color Laserjet 4700 (c) Fuji Xerox Color 5252
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(d) Fuji Xerox1250 (e) Epson AcuLaser C1100 (f) Epson AcuLaser C9200

Fig. 2. Moiré pattern for a color block printed differently by different brands or models of printers [26]

(a) Moiré pattern on genuine banknotes (b) Moiré pattern on counterfeit banknotes

Fig. 3.  A block of one thousand NT dollars

Since laser printing is a relatively easy and common means of counterfeiting documents, this paper proposes 
a simple and assisted identification method using Moiré pattern, and uses New Taiwan dollars as an example to 
prove the feasibility of the method. However, the printing methods of various documents are different, so the re-
sulting patterns are also different, and the establishment of pattern databases for various documents is a follow-up 
work to be completed. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, briefly introduces deep 
learning applied to classification and segmentation. Section 3 presents the proposed recognition model. Sections 
4 show experimental results and discussion. Finally, Section 5 concludes the whole paper.

2   Deep Learning Applied to Classification and Segmentation

Deep learning technology is used in the field of computer vision for classification, detection, localization, and 
segmentation [27]. And related trainers have also emerged.

In classification technology, the experimental results of two gray-scale and regular texture datasets, KTH_
TIPS and CURET, show that ResNet-50 performs better [28]. ResNet [29] was Microsoft’s champion trainer in 
the 2015 ILSVRC competition [30], and its classification error rate is reduced to 3.5%, which is lower than the 
classification error rate of human eye recognition, which is 5%. Deepening the neural network’s hidden layer 
usually improves performance, but the training results may be worse due to the vanishing gradient. Therefore, 
Res-Net employs residual connections to facilitate deeper network training and has developed various structural 
forms, including ResNet-18, ResNet-34, ResNet-50, ResNet-101, and ResNet-152. ResNet-50’s architecture is 
divided into six sections: the first of which comprises 64 7 × 7 convolution kernels and a 3 × 3 max pool. The 
second part is a block comprising several 1 × 1, 3 × 3, and 1 × 1 convolution kernels, with 9 layers after stacking 
three times. Similarly, the third part has 12 layers after stacking the block four times, the fourth part has 18 lay-
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ers after stacking the block six times, and the fifth part has 9 layers after stacking the block three times. Average 
pooling, fully connected layer, and softmax make up the final output.

Table 1. Various structural forms of ResNet [29]

In terms of segmentation technology, Olaf Ronneberger et al. [31] proposed U-Net in 2015 to make predic-
tions using a small amount of data. As shown in Fig. 4, this network is made up of a contracting path (encoding 
part, left side) and an extensive path (decoding part, right side), and the overall structure is completely symmet-
rical and roughly U-shaped. It won the ISBI challenge for neural structure segmentation of electron microscope 
images [32], and U-Net has since become the standard for all image segmentation tasks.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the U-net architecture [31]
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U-Net is distinguished by its ability to combine and fuse high- and low-level features to generate feature maps 
of varying scales, thereby improving model accuracy. The U-Net architecture is divided into two parts: left and 
right decoders, each with a 4-layer down-sampling module and an up-sampling module; the two sides are linked 
by a skip connection. Furthermore, each blue block represents a multichannel feature map. The blue arrows indi-
cate 3 × 3 convolution operations, and the activation functions are ReLU. The red arrows represent the 2 × 2 max 
pooling operation, which reduces the feature map size. Green arrows indicate 2 × 2 deconvolution operations. 
The gray arrows represent copy-and-cut operations used to fit the feature map on the left to the desired size on 
the right. The cyan arrow represents the output’s final layer, which uses a 1 × 1 convolutional layer for classifica-
tion.

3   Proposed Recognition Model

The purpose of this paper is document forgery recognition, so we first detect regions of interest (ROI) in doc-
uments based on deep learning to obtain ROI as a dataset. This dataset is further divided into training ROI and 
testing ROI, and then the training ROI performs data augmentation to obtain a sufficient number of experimental 
samples, and finally uses ResNet-50 and transfer learning technology to establish a recognition model, as shown 
in Fig. 5. The following subsections detail the important steps of the model.

Fig. 5. Document forgery recognition model based on deep learning

3.1   ROI Detection

Document Input.  High-resolution scanning of real and counterfeit paper documents to form electronic image 
files, this study will use New Taiwan dollar banknotes as an example.

U-net Region Segmentation.  Use the trained U-net [33] to perform segmentation processing on the above elec-
tronic image files.
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Entropy Evaluation.  Information entropy was proposed by Shannon [34] to measure the degree of uncertainty 
in a system. That is to say, when the probability of an event happening is small, it means that there are fewer 
known parts, and there are more unknown parts hidden behind it, so more space should be reserved for descrip-
tion. In terms of image processing, formula (1) can be used to measure the information entropy of grayscale 
texture. A larger entropy value indicates that the brightness has a lot of texture detail changes, while a smaller 
entropy value indicates a flat texture with less detail changes [35].

 255
0 2( ) ( ) log ( ( )),kE I p k p k== −∑                                                          (1)

where I is the original image, E(I) is the information entropy value of the image I, and p(k) is the probability that 
the grayscale value k appears in the image I. Fig. 6 shows some of the texture regions of the New Taiwan dollar 
banknote after the enlarged image, and the calculated information entropy value of these regions after converting 
to grayscale regions.

(a) Enlarged image of New Taiwan dollar banknote 

    

(b) Information entropy of texture 
region 6.4733 in image (a)

(c) Information entropy 6.6217 (d) Information entropy 6.6908

Fig. 6. The texture regions of the New Taiwan dollar banknote

ROI Selection.  For each texture region of New Taiwan dollar banknotes, the one with the smallest information 
entropy value is selected as the data set. This is because under different paper materials, the moiré pattern is sim-
pler and the individual differences are larger, which will be beneficial to the classification results to improve the 
performance.
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3.2   Dataset

Data Augmentation.  Since the collected dataset samples are limited, we use data augmentation to increase the 
number of samples [36]. This study employs 8 kinds of data augmentation, including horizontal filp, vertical filp, 
translation, rotation, scaling, brightness, blur, and shearing transformation. As described in Table 2, an additional 
428 images will be obtained for each image.

Table 2. Data augmentation methods and descriptions

Method Description Number of 
obtained images

Horizontal filp The ROI image is mirrored according to the center vertical line 1
Vertiacal filp The ROI image is mirrored according to the center horizontal line 1

Translation
According to 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 6%, 7%, 8%, 9%, 10%, 11%, 12% of 
the image width and height, and to the surrounding 8 directions (up, down, 
left, right, upper left, lower left, upper right, lower right) displacement.

96

Rotation Rotate clockwise and counterclockwise in increments of 2 until the angle is 
90. 90

Scaling
Adjust the image using scaling factors such as 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.65, 0.7, 0.75, 
0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95, 1.05, 1.1, 1.15, 1.2, 1.25, 1.3, 1.35, 1.4, 1.45, and 1.5. 20

Brightness Adjust the brightness of the image, and increase the brightness to 30% in 
increments of 2%. Likewise, the 2% decrement darkens to 30%. 30

Blur

Blur with the following 2 filters:
(i) Size 3x3 and 5x5 mean filters.
(ii) Gaussian filter of size 3x3 and 5x5. And blur the image with standard 
deviation σ = 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55.

22

Shearing transfor-
mation

Shift each point horizontally or vertically by a proportional value, also 
known as the shear factor m. We perform horizontal and/or vertical shearing 
transformation of the image with m=-0.6, -0.5, -0.4, -0.3, -0.2, -0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6.

168

Training & Testing ROI.  In order to augment the data, all the selected ROI images use data augmentation to 
form the experimental dataset, and this dataset is further divided into training ROI and testing ROI.

3.3   Transfer Learning

When the subject training data in a certain field is insufficient, or large-scale data collection and labeling are 
required at a high cost. In order to speed up the learning efficiency and avoid time-consuming retraining of all 
samples, transfer learning can be used to solve it [37]. The principle is that the more basic the pattern recognized 
by the front layer of the deep learning network, the more complex the pattern recognized by the later layer. For 
example, the first layer judges straight lines and very small circles, the second layer judges the combination and 
slightly complicated patterns of the previous layer, the third layer is more complicated, and so on. Since the fea-
tures of the first few layers are common to all images, they can be retained, and as long as the latter layers are 
replaced, the newly added samples are then trained. According to the literature in Section 2, we know that the 
ResNet-50 deep learning model has good texture classification performance, so we use it to implement transfer 
learning. We delete the last prediction layer of the pre-trained ResNet-50 trainer, and then add a fully connected 
layer. Then train the aforementioned newly added Training ROI samples to achieve.

4   Experimental Results and Discussion

4.1   Experimental Environment

The experimental environment uses a personal computer with Intel Core i5-11400F CPU, 4.4GHz, 16G RAM 
and Windows 10 Pro (x64) operating system, and is executed in the Matlab R2020a development environment.
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4.2   Moiré Pattern Dataset

We scan the banknotes with a resolution of 400 dpi, and obtain the ROI according to the U-net region segmenta-
tion and Entropy evaluation steps of the model in Fig. 5. Then, the banknotes were printed on six different laser 
printers and scanned with a resolution of 400 dpi to obtain individual moiré patterns, as shown in Fig. 7. The 
above six laser printers include RICOH SP C250, Epson AcuLaser C9200, HP Color LaserJet Enterprise M750, 
Fuji Xerox Color 5252, Canon MF644Cdw, Brother MFC-L8900CDW. The collected seven moiré patterns, that 
is, one is a real sample image, and the other six are fake sample images, all of which are augmented by horizontal 
filp, vertical filp, translation, rotation, scaling, brightness, blur, and shearing transformation. Since an additional 
428 augmented images are obtained for each image, the dataset has a total of 3,003 moiré patterns. In addition, 
the experiment uses the hold-out method for validation, taking 50% of the samples for training about 1,505 im-
ages, and the remaining 50% for testing about 1,498 images.

(a) RICOH SP C250 (b) Fuji Xerox Color 5252

(c) Epson AcuLaser C9200 (d) Canon MF644Cdw

(e) Brother MFC -L8900CDW (f) HP Color LaserJet Enterprise M750

Fig. 7. Moiré patterns of ROI in banknotes using different laser printers including 

4.3   Evaluation Indicators

The evaluation metrics used in this study include the first-level index confusion matrix, the second-level index 
accuracy, recall, and precision, the third-level index F1-score, and precision-recall curves [38]. The performance 
of the proposed document forgery recognition model is evaluated according to the above indicators, the formulas 
are as (2)-(5) respectively.

Accuracy ,TP TN
TP FP TN FN

+
=

+ + +
(2)
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Precision ,TP
TP FP

=
+

(3)

Recall ,TP
TP FN

=
+

(4)

2F1 score .Precision Recall
Precision Recall
× ×

− =
+

 (5)

TP represents the number of correct predictions of the model as true for positive samples. Similarly, TN is the 
number of correctly predicted false positives for negative samples. FP shows the number of mispredictions of the 
model as true for negative samples, i.e. Type I error, or false alarm. Similarly, FN shows the number of mispre-
dictions of the model as false for negative samples, i.e. Type II error, or missing alarm.

4.4   Experimental Results and Discussion

In addition to using ResNet-50 for recognition in this study, we also compare ResNet-18, ResNet-101 with dif-
ferent depths, and other commonly used and new deep learning trainers including AlexNet [39], VGGNet16 [40], 
VGGNet19 [40], GoogLeNet [41], Inception-v3 [42], Xception [43], DenseNet201 [44], MobileNetV2 [45]. The 
experimental results show that ResNet-50 has the best performance. Fig. 8 shows the confusion matrix of the 
recognition results of ResNet-50. Table 3 lists the performance comparisons of various trainers in detail. The rel-
evant conclusions are as follows:

(i) The ResNet-50 model has the best recognition performance, with an accuracy of 98.87%, a precision of 
94.98%, and a recall of 97.20%. The overall performance F1-score of 96.07% is also the best. From the above 
results, it shows that the ResNet-50 trainer is suitable for the recognition task of banknote texture.

(ii) It is found in Table 3 that the number of layers (depth) of the trainer affects the performance of the model, 
with deeper trainers representing better nonlinear processing capabilities.

(iii) The recognition performance of the ResNet-50 model is better than that of ResNet-18, which means that 
a deeper neural network can improve the performance. However, the depth of the neural network of ResNet-101 
is deeper than that of ResNet-50, but it may be overfitting and the performance will be reduced. Therefore, the 
appropriate depth has the best performance.

Fig. 8. Confusion matrix of recognition results using ResNet-50
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Table 3. Comparison of the performance of the proposed document forgery recognition models

Trainers Layers Evaluation indicator (%)
Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

AlexNet 8 94.93 81.65 83.18 82.41
VGGNet16 16 95.26 82.35 85.05 83.68
VGGNet19 19 95.53 83.26 85.98 84.60
GoogLeNet 22 98.33 92.76 95.79 94.25
ResNet-18 18 97.93 91.40 94.39 92.87
ResNet-50 50 98.87 94.98 97.20 96.07

ResNet-101 101 98.46 93.61 95.79 94.69
Inception-v3 48 98.40 93.18 95.79 94.47

Xception 71 98.46 94.01 95.33 94.66
DenseNet201 201 98.33 93.55 94.86 94.20
MobileNetV2 28 97.73 91.67 92.52 92.09

Table 4 compares the effectiveness of our study with other 9 studies. These researches all directly use photo-
graphic technology to capture images without additional special equipment (such as UV, IR photography equip-
ment). The comparison results show that our proposed method is better.

Table 4. Comparison of the performance of the proposed method and others

Method Average accuracy
Yeh [15] 94.93 

Mohamad [16] N/A
Ali [17] 79.54%

Jadhav [18] 96.60%
Laavanya [19] 87.00%
Krishna [20] N/A

Veeramsetty [21] 97.90%
Pham [22] 96.76%

Apoloni [23] 95.86%
Proposed 98.87%

Fig. 9. PR curves and AUC values for various trainers
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Fig. 9 is the PR curve, which represents the comprehensive performance of various trainers. The X-axis is 
recall, and the Y-axis is precision. The larger the area under the curve (AUC), the better the overall performance 
of precision and recall. Among them, the AUC value of ResNet-50 is the largest at 0.9609, followed by the AUC 
values of GoogLeNet, ResNet-101, Inception-v3, Xception, and DenseNet201, all reaching above 0.94. The dif-
ference between the first two AUC values is less than 3%, showing that these trainers are indistinguishable, and 
the AUC value of AlexNet is the smallest at 0.8241.

5   Conclusion

Color laser printers have become a popular tool for counterfeiting currency, securities, and certificates because 
they are relatively easy to obtain and use. Laser color printing uses halftone technology, which produces moiré 
patterns on the same block of colors that vary from brand to brand. In cases of forged documents, a quick and 
simple recognition method is required during the criminal investigation stage to help clarify the investigation’s 
direction. Therefore, this study proposes a deep learning-based solution to the problem of expensive recognition 
caused by traditional chemical analysis. The main contribution of this study is to propose a simple method for 
identifying counterfeit documents, and to test it with the enlarged image of New Taiwan dollar banknotes cap-
tured by a smart phone as an example. Then it is suggested to use cloud technology to provide services, so that 
criminal investigators can use their smart phones to quickly clarify the people, events, and objects in the case. 
The results show that ResNet-50 performs better and is suitable for document counterfeiting detection. It has 
accuracy, precision, recall, an overall performance F1-score, and an AUC value of 98.87%, 94.98%, 97.20%, 
96.07%, and 0.9609, respectively. In the future, our research will be directed toward more practical applications. 
We believe that using mobile phones with ultra-wide-angle macro lenses in conjunction with augmented reality 
(AR) technology will allow this study’s recognition model to be implemented by an APP to assist criminal inves-
tigators and forensic personnel in the real-time investigation of forged documents.
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